Heart in Nature…
Dances of Universal Peace
A spring gathering led by Wendy Maiyima and
friends - celebrating the spark of life and light we
share with all of creation - deepening our connection
with nature and the heart of the divine …

The Quaker Settlement,
76 Virginia Road, Whanganui.
September 23-25, 2022 (Fri eve - Sun)
Dance and be still, Sing and listen to the silence,
Celebrate Friendship and Connect with Nature as Spring unfolds …
The Quaker Settlement offers a peaceful retreat space for spiritual renewal. It has developed over 40
years with careful planning and planting of native forest, woodlot, harakeke and food trees - bird song
and trees flourish alongside people, who live in community as ‘Friends’ in the spirit of the Quaker values
(to which we also aspire)

Simplicity - Peace - Integrity - Community - Equality - Sustainability
Costs: Sliding Scale $130 - $230 includes shared accommodation in sleeping house and
simple vegetarian meals - enquire about pricing for twin share unit, camping or off site
options. As a guide: $130=being supported $180=Covering costs $230+ = abundantly sharing.
The Quaker Settlement has generously offered the use of a sliding scale for payment. This enables each
of us to pay as we are able - some may choose to pay more abundantly to enable those with limited
resources to participate - we all support the circle and show our gratitude to this beautiful venue.

$50 deposit to Bank A/c: 38-9020-0481260-00 before 16 September to secure your place.
Cancellation Policy: Full refund until 16 September, or if cancelled due to covid.

Registration: Peter (at the Settlement): earlyyearstoys@gmail.com
please cc Wendy Maiyima: hodderwendy@gmail.com phone: 0273766599
More About: Quakers: https://www.quakersettlement.co.nz/ DUP: http://www.dupanz.org.nz

"Spring and all its flowers - it's time for celebration, not for lying low;
You too - root out those weeds of sadness from your heart… “ Hafiz

